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The Pseudo Coup
Sometimes in airports I like to stop and sit at points along the way
to my gate. To see how big the bags are and how they are carried. So I
can watch fathers shepherd gaggles of little kids, likely wondering why
they felt the need to procreate so efficiently in a span barely long enough
to accommodate two summer Olympics. Other times I just need a rest.
Today was not one of those 'sometimes'. It was Tuesday,
December 12th on the calendar but apparently December 23rd at 6:00 p.m.
in the airport. The terminal was a life-sized kaleidoscope of limbs and
coats and bags weaving in and out of each other. There was no possibility
of sitting and observing today. And yet as I side-stepped a woman
carrying five shopping bags, I thought that the scene must have looked
bizarrely delightful from above: thousands of people tacitly agreeing to
square dance politely around one another and through the chaotic public
space they were navigating.
We were not running late (yet), but we were not overly punctual
either. Sammy stayed a few steps behind me, carrying only a light duffel
bag in his left hand and a backpack over his shoulders. He was still
distracted by the spectacle of the airport. He wanted to stop and look or
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laugh at something. The distractions were endless, and could generally be
placed into a few categories ...
I.

II.

Speed-related amusement
A.
Man sprinting through airport
1.
knocking into people
2.
sweating through expensive French-cuffed
shirt
3.
"probably the only workout he ever gets" Sammy
B.
Tram Stop-And-Go
1.
individual (a child) neglects to hold onto pole
in railway system that shuffles patrons around
2.
tram propels the individual either forward or
backward depending on the direction of its
movement
a.
the individual hits the tram's floor
b.
the individual hits other patrons
c.
the individual hits one of the holding
poles, producing one of the airport's
finer moments of dramatic irony
3.
Sammy rides the tram again to see the incident
unfold one more time
Moments of nostalgia
A.
Spotting an arcade game room
1.
entering and recognizing a favorite video
game from childhood
2.
engaging teenagers
a.
asking them about their highest score
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III.

at game "X"
b.
telling them his
c.
defending the possibility that
someone could actually achieve such
a high score
d.
pulling out dollar bills and finding a
change machine
e.
doubling not only the score of 14
year olds at arcade games, but also
their age
B.
Walking past a "Milo's"
1.
becoming ecstatic that the grimy burger chain
still exists
2.
demanding a menu at the front desk
a.
making certain that the same blonde
woman on a motorcycle graced the
menu's front cover
b.
also making certain that the kids
menu still has chicken fingers for
two dollars, so that if you ordered
three orders of kids chicken fingers
you would get more chicken and pay
less than you would for the adult
listing of chicken fingers
The rest
A.
Enough to write a novel
1.
which would be boring

Once we reached our gate, the crowd began to thin as people broke
off to destinations on the left and right. C9 was going to Dallas. C12 was
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going to New York City. C27 was hopefully going to Pensacola at 4:35
p.m.
"Was New York our first plane ride?" Sammy asked.
" It was for me," I said. "I don 't know about you. "
" It definitely was for me," said Sammy. "I remember complaining

to Mom that the plane wasn't going fast enough."
''No you don 't. "
"Yes I do . I was twelve. You must have been, what - eight? Of
course you wouldn 't remember. "
"I remember some stuff," I said. "I remember. .. well, you and
Mom weren 't sitting near Dad and me. You two were somewhere else,
like always. But I remember thinking we were going to drop into the
water. I was looking out the window and it was night, and I thought that
Manhattan was the whole United States and that the Hudson and East
Rivers were the Pacific and Atlantic Ocean."
Sammy looked ahead stoically, side-stepping a young black
woman next to Cl6 who was bent down to tie her lime green high-tops.
"That might be the dumbest thing I have ever heard," he said,
matter-of-factly.
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"I was eight."
Sammy looked at me, trying to hide a smile.
"I was eight! I probably fell asleep and Dad woke me up to look
at the city as we flew over it."
"I guess that makes sense." Sammy laughed. "It's still a pretty
weird thing to think, though."
"You know what was even weirder? There was this creepy old guy
next to us. I think there was, at least. Does this ring a bell? Am I making
this up?"
"No, I think I remember that. Let's see .. .I sat with Mom up ahead
of you guys. I think she was wearing her pink gypsy-shawl thing 'cause I
kept shaking my hand and banging it like a tambourine to make fun of her.
At least I think that is what happened. I just remember my hand hurting
from banging that tambourine so much."
As we passed C21, Sammy quietly raised his right hand to waistlevel, palm up. His pace slowed almost imperceptibly as he floated
through the increasingly empty space of the concourse, all the while
staring at his hand. Veins and cavernous palm lines cut across it like a
complicated road map over an emaciated terrain. He looked like someone
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waiting for communion, only he didn 't know that mass was on Sundays.
" Sammy," I said, "the old guy?"
"Huh?" he said, de-magnetizing his eyes from his skeletal hand.
"Oh, right, the old guy thing. Lemme think. You were sitting in the back
with Dad and you guys kept laughing about something when you got off
the plane." Sammy reached to his ear for a non-existent cigarette as we
walked by a No Smoking sign. "Goddamn. Oh this is gonna kill me.
What in the hell were you two laughing about - you wouldn 't stop the
whole fucking trip. "
C23 was boarding on our left. My hands were clammy from
carrying a blue L.L. Bean suitcase and black backpack while wearing a
down coat. The fact that the airport was over-heated didn't help matters.
Even my brain felt clammy.
" It was like a poem," I said, abruptly.

"What?" Sammy replied.
"Like a poem. The old guy kept saying the city was like a poem.
Only he wasn ' t just saying it, he was telling me. Specifically, right to me.
'The city looks just like a poem tonight'. Dad and I were dying. I didn't
think I would make it off the plane without losing it. This lonely old
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geezer thought he was doing some sort of civil service by informing me
that the city was like a poem."
"Christ, you're right," Sammy said. "The rest of that damned trip
that was all you two were saying. ' This' was a poem and 'that' was a
poem and 'this hamburger is a poem' and 'that homeless man is a poem'."
"We need to bring that back," I said.
"Well, if I go another year without seeing you then that probably
isn't going to happen ."
"Stop being such a poem."
"What does that even mean?"
"I don't know," I said. I laughed, and it was like moisturizer on
my clammy hands and brain.
"C27 - that's us, right?" Sammy asked, pointing with his free right
hand.
"Yeah I think so. That's what it says on the ticket."
"Wouldn't know. Left mine in the car."
In the split-second in which I became momentarily enraged at him,
I concurrently realized that we wouldn't have been able to get through
security without our boarding passes.
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"Go fuck yourself," I said.
"That's more like it."
*
Answer: an irritating travel experience that Phil Satterfield has
endured on nearly every single one of said traveling experiences.
What is.flight delay?
Correct. But that buzzer means we are out of time, which means
that the people at gate C28 will move on to Chicago, Illinois. Normally
there would be a final round, but I'm jumping on the flight to Chicago
because ' where efficiency goes to rest its head' is the answer for What
is gate C2 7 to Pensacola?. Don't forget to have your pets spayed or
neutered. Good night.
*
"Taking all aspects of the legal system into account, how much
trouble would we get in for sneaking into the cockpit and trying to fly it
ourselves?"
Why even respond to Sammy's stupid question? We sat in seats
26E and F, waiting. To my immediate left, a man in a brown suit who
had introduced himself as Jean-Paul was already asleep. Our backpacks
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jostled with our feet below us. The plane roosted on the runway.
"Well, you could start with pilot regulations," I said. "Like, that
we don't have licenses or whatever to actually fly the thing. "
"It would also be stealing."

"Yes, but I don't think this would be like stealing candy bars from
the convenience store as kids."
Sammy conceded the point by putting his headphones back in.
Some people slept. Others read. Everyone tried to envision themselves
somewhere other than flight 1068 to Pensacola. Outside, snow rustled
under churning engines. Blinking red lights floated away obliquely into
the darkening sky. Monica texted to ask if I had landed yet and I replied
that I was enjoying the comfort of the runway too much to bother with
taking off. When the individual in front of Sammy reclined, Sammy
paused for two beats and reached for his backpack. After sifting through
its contents, he pulled out a small book replete with empty squares.
"Not you too," I said.
"What?"
"Really? Sudoku? Am I the only person who finds this-"
"Addicting?" Sammy interjected. He fidgeted around in his newly
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compressed space looking for a writing utensil. "I know, it's like doing
cocaine with a pencil."
"Oh, no-no-no, it's intolerable. What do you get out of it? Why
not crossword puzzles anymore? Those are beneficial - they improve your
vocabulary at least."
"Why, because they expect you to know 'Elvis' last name'?"
"No, but ... " The intercom made an announcement about progress
and patience and thanksgiving for such patience and thanksgiving for the
seven other planes in front of us.
"But what?" Sammy asked.
I pulled my shoulders back as the chair in front of me exhaled
backwards onto my two feet of personal space. I thought I saw Jean-Paul
shift a few inches closer to me.
"I dunno," I said. "Sudoku seems so chic and so coffee-shop.
Why not just stick with Solitaire or Tic-Tac-Toe or Hangman or word
searches?"
"This coming from the kid who probably has dad's old Scrabble
score-sheets lying in his bedroom on top of an eighty-five year old version
of Parcheesi," Sammy said.
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I tried to shrug off Sammy's words, but they lingered, indigestibly.
I thought of the storage room back at my apartment. Stacks of plastic
containers in the comer held sticky photos. Towers of shoeboxes and
old appliance boxes lined the floor in uneven grids. So many times I
had wanted to clear a space in the middle of that room- to organize,
categorize, examine, prioritize. But clearing space meant moving/shifting/
eliminating. Throwing out. If you seek to slam light down onto a table
in the middle of endless weakening cardboard, then you must remove that
which rests in the middle. Finding a vantage point means clearing out
some element of space 1• Sammy had never even been to the apartment,
and yet he knew how it looked. I grabbed his Sudoku book and shoved it
in the pouch on the chair in front of him.
Sammy chuckled. "What in the hell makes you tick, Phil?"
"I dunno, Sam. What makes you tick?"
"No, I'm serious," he said, raising his posture and vocal projection.
"What is your deal? How are you all worked up at me over some stupid
little game? I don't get it. Why do you act like every conversation you
!Practical example: sublime painters of the 19th century find a previously
unseen landscape, capture said landscape in artistic form, and then share
the mountains/trees/dirt with the world in the form of a 3 'x7' masterpiece
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enter is some sort of soul-strangling experience?"
"That's ridiculous," I said, loudly.
Three rows ahead on the left, a chair tilted forward and cast a hand
up at the service button.
"Is it?" he said. "You keep your cards so close to your chest and
just keep going around in the same goddamn circles. Chat a little, take
offense to something, get over it, move on. Why don't you ever just try
something new."
The stewardess was walking down the aisle in our general
direction. A few heads were already turned, looking to see what was
causing the problem in row 26. Sammy pulled the Sudoku book from the
pouch and calmly tore out a page.
"Excuse me," Cindy the blue-suited stewardess began, "but several
passengers have issued complaints regarding your behavior. I am going
to have to ask you to control your use of language as well as the volume
of your discussion in order to respect the wishes of the passengers around
you."
Before I could diplomatically and apologetically respond, Sammy
did. "Fair enough, Cindy. I'll take care of things right now."
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Sammy began doodling on the extricated Sudoku page. Unsure of
exactly which things were being taken care of, I allowed him to doodle on.
"Here." He pointed to the piece of scratch paper. I skeptically
granted his wish and glanced at it.
"This is your life," he said.

0
"You need help," I said.
"No, but seriously, listen. This is you. All you."
Sammy thrust his pen at the paper, pointing.

0
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"That's great Sammy. Thanks so much. Do you want me to show
Cindy? Maybe she'll give you a thumbs up."
"Fuck you, cause this is you."
"What am I, the dot?" I asked.
"No. Fuck no. Not in a million years." Sammy paused and
looked out at the runway. I wasn't certain, but it appeared as if he was
blowing imaginary cigarette smoke into the window. "You just- ah, it's
fucking terrible. You just keep going around and around doing the same
stupid shit without ever getting closer to anything."
I began running down a checklist in my head:
- we had not consumed any alcohol that day
- to my knowledge, Sammy never had an opportunity to smoke
anything
- although I did go to the bathroom a few times throughout the
afternoon, I did not think Sammy had been hit in the skull with any
obtuse items
"You are nuts," I said.
"No, you are stupid. Look. Look. You just keep going in the same
direction all the damn time."
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"Sammy, what in the bell are you talking about? You are telling me
that I don't have direction? I am in school. I have plans, Sammy. I have a
girlfriend. I have a direction."
"Yeah but direction isn't pulse," Sammy said, "it's not want, it's
not - it's not ... "
Sammy made a series of jabs at the paper.

"It's not this!" he yelled in a whisper.
Heads turned. Some glared indignantly. Others eyed the service
button. Jean-Paul creaked his right eye open slightly. I stared at the
paper, looking at the fierce arrows tearing in at the middle of the circle.
One almost ripped the page. I thought I heard Sammy exhale a little
quicker than normal.
"You have nothing that pushes you in. Nothing so addicting-"
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"Addictive."
"Whatever. There 's nothing that you're willing to push the routine
aside for to just Go. Get. It."
"What is 'it'? Girls? Drugs? Is this what they teach you in rehab?
To 'go get it'?"
"If you don't believe me," he said, pausing to measure his words,

"then ask yourself why you didn't want to visit Mom. And why you didn't
want me to come along."
I looked at him accusingly.
"And don't lie to yourself," he said.
Sammy crumpled up the page of drawings and tucked it into the
pouch on the back of the seat. Seconds later his headphones were in his
ears and I was pulling papers out of my backpack onto the small tray table.
Sammy was the one who needed prodding to come. I bad to retrieve him,
call off work, book the flight, and do everything else to get us both down
there. I was the one leaving the girlfriend and the school and my future to
go take care of mom.
Outside on the adjacent runway, a plane pulled across the snowy
foreground and skated off the ground into the dark sky. The red lights
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blinked and blinked, each time propelling more of the steel bird into
formlessness. As it disappeared, the red lights lingered, plotting points in
the empty night that encompassed them.

Patrick McGinty, 2008
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